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Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons

1991-11-07

this 1991 volume was the first to review the chemical properties of the carcinogenic polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons

Bioremediation of Chlorinated and Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon Compounds

1994-02-28

this timely reference presents the state of the art of the emerging and rapidly changing field of bioremediation of chlorinated
solvents pcbs and other chlorinated compounds as well as pahs both in situ and on site this landmark publication reports
significant advances in bioremediation with an emphasis on practical applications and state of the art developments
laboratory and field oriented reviews are presented with the objective of tying treatability studies and recent laboratory
developments to field applications no other reference source gives you access to the most current techniques and methods for
the bioremediation of chlorinated and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon compounds this book represents the work of leading
experts in the fields of in situ and on site bioremediation from north america europe and asia the chapters include current field
applications and laboratory studies undertaken in some cases in countries with regulatory standards more stringent than
those of the united states

Investigation of the Distribution of Organochlorine and Polycyclic Aromatic
Hydrocarbon Compounds in the Lower Columbia River Using Semipermeable Membrane
Devices

1999

first published in 1990 sulfur containing polycyclic aromatic compounds thiaarenes play a potentially important role in
environmentally induced cancers the main sources of these compounds being fossil fuels such as coal petroleum and shale oils
from which they are released either directly or via combustion into the environment information on the specific contribution of
thiaarenes to the mutagenic and carcinogenic potencies of environmental matter is very limited but this book gives credit to
new and exciting data in this field our present knowledge of the occurrence chemical and physical properties analysis synthesis
toxicology and biochemistry of the sulfur containing aromatic compounds is summarized in this volume the first half of the
book covers all aspects of chemistry and carcinogenicity whilst the remainder summarizes information on the various thiaarene
systems compound by compound this volume will provide a valuable source of reference for chemists toxicologists biologists
and environmentalists working in cancer research institutes and universities and for research scientists working in the areas of
pollution monitoring public health and fuel chemistry

Sulfur Analogues of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (Thiaarenes)

1990

this volume concerns sources of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons pah their emission factors and relative importance it
deals with exposure uptake metabolism and detection of pah in the human body the volume contains an update of information in
environmental and biochemical studies of pah

Handbook of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons

1985-12-06

this text reviews many of the aspects of the chemistry of the aromatic hydrocarbons and a consensus evaluation of the data
by seven of the leading atmospheric scientists the book covers topics ranging from the relative importance of the compounds in
ozone and haze development to methods of estimating elemantary rate coefficients based on structural features of the
compounds to mechanisms of aerosol generation and atmostpheric reaction of the polycyclic compounds to photochemical
processes it identifies features of the aromatic hydrocarbons requiring further study and appendicies give the structural
formulas and nomenclature of the compounds reviewed in the book
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the structures & reactions of the aromatic compounds

2002-02-14

analytical chemistry of polycyclic aromatic compounds focuses on the chemical and physical properties of the polycyclic
aromatic compounds critically evaluating various chromatographic and spectroscopic methods this book discusses how gas
chromatography and high performance liquid chromatography can be both competitive and complementary analytical methods
ancillary techniques of both are emphasized for the structural elucidation of individual polycyclic aromatic compounds in
complex mixtures the merits of spectroscopic methods in both structural work and quantitation are also described this text
likewise provides background information concerning the chemistry occurrence and toxicology of polycyclic aromatic
compounds including the isolation of polycyclic aromatic compounds from a wide variety of materials and matrices this
publication is recommended to scientists involved with the study of polycyclic aromatic compounds analysts who need to
acquire routine data and individuals charged with formulating environmental policies and drafting regulations

The Mechanisms of Atmospheric Oxidation of the Aromatic Hydrocarbons

2012-12-02

a compilation of some 150 refereed papers that were presented at pah 13 october 1991 the first meeting in the pah symposium
series to be convened outside the us the papers concern the chemistry biological effects and measurement of polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons and related compounds following two papers by gernot grimmer who received the 1991 pah award at
the meeting for his lifetime contributions in all three of the aforementioned areas the remaining papers are arranged within 13
sections standard reference materials and methods pah transformation and degradation molecular modeling and theory pah
analysis methodology pah analysis in aquatic systems and geological samples pah analysis in emission sources and in ambient
air pahs in coal and petroleum metabolic activity mutagenicity dna adducts mechanisms characterization dna binding metabolic
activation pah exposure biomonitoring comparative metabolism of b a p and bioactivation metabolites note both cip and books
in print incorrectly show the title as polynuclear annotation copyright by book news inc portland or

Analytical Chemistry of Polycyclic Aromatic Compounds

1993-03-03

presents accounts of current research in polynuclear aromatic compounds showing examples of studies both of pure
compounds and of complex fossil fuel related mixtures offers a thorough knowledge of aromatic chemistry through coverage
of reduction oxidation and thermal reactions including applications developed for both coal and petroleum materials featured
topics include quantum chemical structure reactivity relationships spatial configurations of large polynuclear
hydrocarbons cyclophanes and desulfurization of heterocycles scientists studying all aspects of the chemistry of
polynuclear aromatics will discover important pertinent information in this volume

Polycyclic Aromatic Compounds

1988

a resurgence of interest in the chemistry of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons pahs has been stimulated by the discovery of
the fullerenes and the identification of the active metabolites of the carcinogenic polycyclic hydrocarbons pahs are
widespread environmental pollutants improved understanding of their mechanisms of carcinogenesis has important implications
for human cancer pahs also are finding increasing application in the synthesis of dyes drugs and numerous other types of
compounds this volume is a timely comprehensive survey of the chemistry of pahs it brings together in a single volume all
essential information on the physical and spectral properties methods of synthesis chemical reactions and molecular
structures of a broad range of polyarenes both alternant and nonalternant a total of 358 ring systems are covered 233 of
which are nonalternant pah compounds this is the most complete account of the chemistry of pahs currently available

Polynuclear Aromatic Compounds

1997

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon compounds pahs are common and challenging contaminants that affect soil and sediments
methods for treating pahs have undergone change and refinement in the recent past and this volume presents the latest trends in
pah remediation theory and practice the papers in this volume cover topics ranging from the remediation of manufactured gas
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plant mgp sites to the remediation of sediments the papers present lab and field studies characterization studies comparison
studies and descriptions of technologies ranging from composting to thermally enhanced bioremediation to fungal technologies
and other innovative approaches

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons

1999

nitration of hydrocarbons and other organic compounds tackles various concerns in the process of substituting hydrogen
atoms in the aromatic or heterocyclic nucleus or in saturated hydrocarbon by nitro groups the title first covers the
nitration of aromatic and heterocyclic compounds with nitric acid and nitrating mixture and then proceeds to discussing the
mechanism of the nitration of aromatic compounds with nitric acid and nitrating mixture next the selection deals with the
nitration of saturated aromatic aliphatic and unsaturated hydrocarbons with nitric acid the text also talks about the
nitration with nitrogen oxides along with the nitration of amines the last chapter details the nitration of organic compounds
with organic and inorganic nitrates and nitroxyl the book will be of great interest to students researchers and practitioners
of organic chemistry

Bioremediation Technologies for Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon Compounds

2013-10-22

the benzene problem the theoretical solution of the benzene problem and a definition of the term aromatic some properties of
arotic compounds addition reactions of aromatic compounds the aromatic double bond the effects of substituents aromatic
substitution reations the diels alder reaction photo oxidation and photo dimerization absorption and fluorescence spectra of
aromatica compounds optical activity in aromatic compounds

Nitration of Hydrocarbons and Other Organic Compounds

1954

aromatic organic hydrocarbons and heterocycles represent a bulk of about one third of all industrially produced organic
basic materials aromatic compounds such as benzene phenol naphthalene anthracene and their homologues are derived from raw
materials coal crude oil and biogenic resources by thermal and catalytic refining processes this book introduces the chemistry
of aromatics with a brief discussion of the aromatic character and a survey of historical aspects particularly the
development of the organic dye industry during the 19th century the main emphasis of the book is to give a clear prospect of
industrial processes for the production and the derivatisation of aromatics with consistent flow diagrams economical
aspects of by and side products are especially regarded for the most important aromatics an analysis of the international
market included their derivatives polymers pesticides dyes pigments and drugs professional scientists managers and students in
chemistry and chemical engineering will find a wealth of information for their career and daily work

The Structures & Reactions of the Aromatic Compounds

2012-12-06

an introduction to the chemistry of benzenoid compounds is an introductory text to some chemical aspects of benzenoid
compounds this book is composed of 13 chapters that specifically cover the sources properties and reactions of these
compounds the opening chapters describe the structural aspects of benzenoid compounds including their homologues isomers and
aromaticity the subsequent chapters deal with the disubstitution and addition reactions of the benzene nucleus considerable
chapters are devoted to the synthesis of benzenoid derivatives such as aromatic halides nitro compounds carbonyl compounds
acids and amines phenols alcohols and naphthalene the final chapter introduces the chemistry of anthracene phenanthrene and
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons this book is of value to organic chemistry students

Industrial Aromatic Chemistry

2004

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons pahs are high molecular weight aromatic compounds containing two or more benzene rings
joined together in different ways they belong to a group of persistent organic pollutants pops are resistant to degradation
and can remain in the environment for long periods with the potential to cause adverse environmental and health effects this
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book discusses the chemistry occurrence and health issues related to pahs topics include pahs in foods and herbal medicines
biomonitoring of pahs by pine needles thermodynamics and phase behavior of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons mixtures
occurrence of polycylic aromatic hydrocarbons in cephalopods children environmentally exposed to pahs and at risk of
genotoxic effects analysis of pahs in environmental solid samples the chemical and electronic properties of pahs and the
determination of pahs in drinking water sources

Methods of Analysis by the U.S. Geological Survey National Water Quality
Laboratory

2016-07-29

this book is designed to collect and review the research covering main directions in investigations of aromatic nitroso
compounds in last decades and to present both the academic aspects of this chemistry as well as the open field of its
applicability the book is divided in five chapters the basic structural properties of the nitroso aromatic molecules are
described in the first chapter the second chapter is an overview of the methods of preparations of aromatic nitroso and
polynitroso compounds including classical synthetic methods and some new preparative approaches the third part deals with
the physico chemical properties of nitroso aromates and azodioxides its structure crystallography quantum chemical
calculations spectroscopy typical reactions and especially it is focused on the dimerizations in the solid state in the fourth
chapter is represented organometallic chemistry of nitroso aromatic molecules and its applications in catalysis the last part
of the book deals with the behavior of this class of compounds in the biological systems reactions with biomolecules and the
use in toxicology

An Introduction to the Chemistry of Benzenoid Compounds

2013

this is the only up to date book on the market to focus on the synthesis of these compounds in this particularly suitable way
a team of excellent international authors guarantees high quality content covering such topics as monodisperse carbon rich
oligomers molecular electronic wires polyaromatic hydrocarbons nonconjugated small molecules nanotubes fullerenes
polyynes macrocycles dendrimers phenylenes and diamondoid structures the result is a must have for everyone working in this
expanding and interdisciplinary field including organic and polymer chemists materials scientists and chemists working in
industry

Handbook of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons

2013-03-12

base catalyzed reactions of hydrocarbons and related compounds focuses on the use of bases as catalysts for the
conversion of hydrocarbons and related compounds in order to emphasize the broad scope of base catalyzed reactions
examples dealing with the conversion of non hydrocarbons are given comprised of 14 chapters this book begins with a
historical overview of base catalyzed conversions of hydrocarbons followed by a discussion on the isomerization of olefins
acetylenes and allenes as well as the dimerization and oligomerization of hydrocarbons the reader is then introduced to a
variety of reactions including those between aromatic hydrocarbons and olefins and between alkylpyridines and
alkenylpyridines homogeneous carbon carbon addition reactions and reactions of aprotic solvents with olefins subsequent
chapters explore carbon carbon addition of olefins with miscellaneous compounds addition of ammonia amines and anilines to
olefinic hydrocarbons hydrogenation and oxygenation dehydrogenation aromatization and hydrogen transfer and dehydration
of alcohols this monograph will be of interest to chemists

Aromatic C-nitroso Compounds

1983

carbon rich compounds are defined here as carbon skeletons with a carbon to hydrogen ratio of 1 1 which includes all carbon
compounds i e carbon allotropes the current volume covers modern methods for the preparation and transformation of
polycyclic aromatic compounds including substructures of c60 fullerene and novel highly complex cyclophanes a graph
theoretical treatment presents a substitution rule allowing the description of already existing structures and also the
definition of new challenging synthetic targets in the second part of this volume the synthesis and unique chemistry of
oligocyclic compounds consisting of five and six membered rings so called icentro
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Handbook of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons

2006-05-12

aromatic compounds are a diverse and fascinating class of compounds with wide ranging importance this book provides an
overview of the synthesis and reactivity of aromatic compounds the publication covers the many important reaction types
such as electrophilic and nucleophilic substitution the reactivity of benzynes aryllithium chemistry and transition metal
mediated reactions it also includes a discussion of the synthesis of heteroaromatic compounds polycyclic aromatic
compounds and nonplanar aromatic systems this book focusses on reaction mechanisms and numerous examples of applications
in multistep synthesis of aromatic compounds

Carbon-Rich Compounds

2012-12-02

this text reviews many of the aspects of the chemistry of the aromatic hydrocarbons and a consensus evaluation of the data
by seven of the leading atmospheric scientists the book covers topics ranging from the relative importance of the compounds in
ozone and haze development to methods of estimating elemantary rate coefficients based on structural features of the
compounds to mechanisms of aerosol generation and atmostpheric reaction of the polycyclic compounds to photochemical
processes it identifies features of the aromatic hydrocarbons requiring further study and appendicies give the structural
formulas and nomenclature of the compounds reviewed in the book

Base-Catalyzed Reactions of Hydrocarbons and Related Compounds

1998-07-20

the chemistry of nonbenzenoid aromatic compounds ii is a collection of plenary lectures presented at the second international
symposium on the chemistry of nonbenzenoid aromatic compounds starting with a review of the synthesis and study of select
heterocycles the book includes results and developments in this area a significant part of the reviews of nonbenzenoid aromatic
compounds is the examination of annulenese that contain larger huckel systems than benzene the demand for better synthetic
methods in the study has increased as bridged annulenes have been made for suitable models of testing theoretical concepts
early studies on some nonbenzenoid aromatic compounds and the related problems are also discussed a description of the
syntheses of several polycyclic systems that contain potential cyclobutadiene rings follows studies are made on 8
oxoheptafulvene chemistry after earlier chemical and physical examination of heptafulvene and related compounds provided
avenues for research some aspects of strained systems 4 annulene and its ch adduct are reviewed in terms of usefulness when
applying a theoretical guide proving the calculations and experiments studies on higher membered annulenyl ions belonging to
five groups are also discussed research chemists students and professors in chemistry and related fields such as organic
chemistry will find this collection useful

Carbon Rich Compounds I

2022-07-05

photophysical and photochemical properties of aromatic compounds is the first book to collect and classify all available
quantitative data on the photochemistry and luminescence of aromatic compounds compounds are classified by both spectral
luminescent e g extinction coefficients energies and lifetimes of lower excited states and photochemical properties in addition
all of the quantum yields available have been collected the variety of photochemical reactions of aromatics is examined based
on eight types of elementary monomolecular and bimolecular photochemical processes aromatic compounds are grouped into
eight categories and the book analyzes the possibilities of occurrence of all types of elementary photoprocesses

Synthesis of Aromatic Compounds

2002

this book describes the sources of water contamination by pahs and their transportation and fate in natural aquatic systems
it then discusses from the analytical chemist s view how to determine the presence of pahs in water and wastewater and the
changes in pah concentration during treatment processes the text examines the removal of pahs using membrane bioreactors and
advanced sludge processes highlighting results from both demonstration and full scale plants it also examines the presence of
pahs in conventional wastewater treatment plants especially in sludge
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The Mechanisms of Atmospheric Oxidation of Aromatic Hydrocarbons

2013-10-22

petroleum petroleum technology petroleum products chemical analysis and testing determination of content aromatic
hydrocarbons distillation methods of analysis liquid chromatography refractive index aromatic compounds diesel fuels
contaminants

The Chemistry of Nonbenzenoid Aromatic Compounds — II

2004

environmental chemistry is a relatively young science interest in this subject however is growing very rapidly and although no
agreement has been reached as yet about the exact content and limits of this interdisciplinary discipline there appears to be
increasing interest in seeing environmental topics which are based on chemistry embodied in this subject one of the first objectives
of environ mental chemistry must be the study of the environment and of natural chemical processes which occur in the
environment a major purpose of this series on environmental chemistry therefore is to present a reasonably uniform view of
various aspects of the chemistry of the environment and chemical reactions occurring in the environment the industrial
activities of man have given a new dimension to environ mental chemistry we have now synthesized and described over five million
chemical compounds and chemical industry produces about hundred and fifty million tons of synthetic chemicals annually we
ship billions of tons of oil per year and through mining operations and other geophysical modifications large quantities of
inorganic and organic materials are released from their natural deposits cities and metropolitan areas of up to 15 million
inhabitants produce large quantities of waste in relatively small and confined areas much of the chemical products and waste
products of modern society are released into the environment either during production storage transport use or ultimate
disposal these released materials participate in natural cycles and reactions and frequently lead to interference and
disturbance of natural systems

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon Migration from Creosote-treated Railway Ties
Into Ballast and Adjacent Wetlands

2012

reactions of aromatic compounds

Chemistry Research and Applications

1983-01-01

industrial arene chemistry explore the wide array of uses for aromatic hydrocarbons in this comprehensive reference aromatics
are a class of compounds normally but not exclusively organic which tend to be produced as by products of various
industrial processes their importance as petrochemical materials in themselves along with the range of inter relations between
different aromatic chemicals creates a complex and opportunity filled market for aromatics industrial arene chemistry
provides a thorough look at the conventional techniques required to use and produce these aromatic hydrocarbons beginning
with an overview of the global aromatic market including but not limited to manufacturers markets of btx and downstream
functional aromatics aromatics derived from renewable sources and economic forecasts the book will also explore the impact
shifting environmental factors will have on the future of aromatic chemistry the text further explores btx production
processes differentiated according to the raw materials used importantly this will establish the importance and growth of
the biobased chemical industry industrial arene chemistry readers will also find case studies that describe major elements of
specific technologies prototyped by contributors companies as part of ongoing market development efforts process chapters
that include summaries of the conventional techniques and a more detailed discussion of recent high impact studies recent
advances in conventional aromatic reactions including alkylation acylation and carboxylation hydrogenation reduction
oxidation nitration amination sulfonation and halogenation industrial arene chemistry is a useful reference for chemists and
chemical engineers who work with aromatics

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons

1992-06-10
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spectrometric nomenclature and the absorption law for solutions instruments and experimental procedure theoretical aspects
of ultraviolet absorptions spectra the use of ultraviolet spectra in qualitative analysis quantitative analysis

Photophysical and Photochemical Properties of Aromatic Compounds

2018-10-08

birch reduction see reviews 1 5 is the name given to the reaction of unsaturated organic compounds with alkali metals and
alcohols in liquid am monia this method was first used for aromatic compounds in 1937 by wooster 6j who showed that
benzene and its derivatives are reduced by sodium in liq uid ammonia in the presence of an alcohol while this reaction does not
take place in the absence of an alcohol however the general recognition and broad application of this reaction was achieved
only after a series of investigations by birch published from 1944 onwards 7j since the presence of an alcohol in the reaction
medium is not indispen sable for polycyclic aromatic systems the present review includes only deriv atives of the simplest
aromatic compounds benzene and naphthalene 1 reaction mechanism the most probable mechanism of birch reduction adopted by
the major ity of workers in this field 4 8 12 can be represented by the following stages v i nh i t 1 3 a e nha nh 3 roh ll nha a h
h 4 h h 5 ro q 110m nha nh q h h ii ij h h h h h x h m l

Wastewater Treatment

2006-12-29

new york wiley c1980

Petroleum Products. Determination of Aromatic Hydrocarbon Types in Middle
Distillates. High Performance Liquid Chromatography Method with Refractive Index
Detection

1985-03-31

Spectral Atlas of Polycyclic Aromatic Compounds

1973

Certain Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons and Heterocyclic Compounds

2013-11-11

PAHs and Related Compounds

1972-01-01

Reactions of Aromatic Compounds

2023-03-17

Industrial Arene Chemistry

1951
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Ultraviolet Spectra of Aromatic Compounds

2012-12-06

Birch Reduction of Aromatic Compounds

1980

The Biosynthesis of Aromatic Compounds
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